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ABSTRACT 

Due to frequent and rampant burglary cases, the need for effective and reliable 

intrusion detection with an alarm system has become vital necessity. Attack increases 

on homes offices, factories, banks, etc. With the development of technology, movement 

of object can be identified in the field of perspective by evaluating a shift in velocity or 

vector of an object. This can be obtained either through mechanical systems that 

communicate with the field physically or through electronic systems that quantify and 

measure changes in the specified setting. The movement detector is not only used as an 

intruder alarm, but also in many apps such as home automation, power effectiveness, 

etc.This project is based on an integrated microcontroller system capable of detecting 

an intruder's movement in a restricted area and then triggering an alarm system, but a 

passive infrared sensor has identified the motion of the individual using the person's 

body heat. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Security is the level of protection from hazard, loss and criminals[1]. Throughout history, 

human beings have attempted to safeguard their lives, assets, and professions. People's 

busy lifestyle leads to the need to remotely control the equipment at home and increase 

the need for supervision over their homes. Now that we have everything we can design 

something that gives us complete security[2]. This started with the easy alarm system, 

which includes notifying suspect actions at a very low price. The piezoelectric device i.e 

motion sensor used in this work to detect motion by measuring changes in infrared levels 

emitted through surrounding objects[3]. A typical alarm and security system for motion 
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detection should consist of a control panel, alarm / siren, window and gate sensor plus at 

least one motion detector.The primary goal of this study is to design a system that can 

sense human movement, buzzes an alarm and captures an picture of the intruder that is 

further compared to the owner's picture[4]. 

Working of Proposed System 

 

Fig. displays the whole burglar alarm system circuit diagram with microcontroller IC. 

The main controller is the PIC18F2423 microchip[5]. The structure includes an ICSP 

input for the programming of the microcontroller which is a connector connected to the 

microcontroller unit's RB6, RB7 and MCLR pin 1. The microcontroller also accepts input 

from switch detectors that can be positioned on the door hinges or any concealed space 

for the activation of the device[6]. The crystal oscillator and the coupled 22pF condensers 

are set to function at 4MHZ.The microcontroller's PORTC0 is designed to regulate a 

relay connected to the alarm system. The system also includes 5 LEDs for viewing the 

system's behavior. The LEDs are powered from the microcontroller's PORTB system. 

The entire device gets its energy from a 5V controller circuit constructed with an 

LM7805 IC and filter capacitors[7]. The circuit was installed in a double-sided printed 

circuit board with top-sided component links.When the system starts, it initializes and 

then checks the user to activate the system. If the system is set to this switch, switch to 

the mode of safety. First, wait for a time limit of 60 seconds to allow the proprietor of the 

house to leave before activating the security mode[8]. The device is armed at this stage 
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and then continues to continually sample the motion sensor output. It remains in this state 

as long as no motion is detected. The motion sensor sends an interrupt via the 

microcontroller's interrupt request on PORTB0.This data is processed and then the alarm 

system is triggered.The alarm remains on until the house owner switches it off through 

the activation switch. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Initial board testing was performed using a continuity meter to guarantee proper cleaning 

of all short circuit faults. The sensory circuitry has been screened to determine as 

anticipated the amount of sensitivity. Every element on the PCB was then screened in the 

connection. After building, the implemented design was originally tested on an open 

region and the scheme was carried out as anticipated. In a family, the device was installed 

further to determine how efficient an intruder can be detected by the device. 
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